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About This Game

Nudist Beach Survival Simulator is a defensive game maintained in pixel style. The whole game consists in bouncing,
increasingly to the more dangerous waves, wanting to strip us nudists. Our task is to defeat all and survive.

The game is divided into 2 modes:

• Standard
• Infinite

First mode with over 40 levels to complete with four bosses. Infinite mode is not limited by level; It is accompanied by a
counter, which counts time we have survived. Ten mode is also devoid of bosses.
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During the game we have access to a small arsenal of weapons. It consists of a stick, stones, AK-47 and a button, which gives a
random effect; Depending on the luck may be: tsunami (sweeps all nudists from the beach), magnet (attracts all nudists to them

and takes them) and helicopter (sends AK-47 magazine, set of stones and completes the life belt). These items are to be
achieved by during the game with a metal electric-powered metal detector and diving in the water. There is a DAB option too.

Stick

Basic weapons, as we get at the beginning. Inflicts small damage. You have to upgrade it with a stick, a telescopic stick and a
wand.

Stones

Stand-off weapon. Inflicts moderate damage. We can ride on the beach, under water and buy in the store.

Ak-47

Machine gun, you can buy it at a later concert. Causes serious injury. Ammunition of desired quality with a detector and price
list in the store.

Button

The most powerful weapon in the game. We leave the fate of the effect ... or nothing:
Tsunami, which sweeps off the surface of all nudists

A magnet that attracts and takes all the nudists out of the beach
A helicopter who drops us a packet of ammunition, stones and completes the life belt to the full

The basis of the game is exploration in which there may be untypical objects. We can cultivate in 2 ways:

Diving

Basic basis. Coal carbon stone, electric eel and metal detector. The stones of course will be useful to you, unquestionably,
exploration on a more "advanced" level is impossible

Metal detector

Thanks to it credit Ak-47, ammunition to it and a button, a very useful powerful tool zn. The detector is only limited by the
battery. To recharge it, collect the eels and batteries.
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I love this series as it's so over dramatic and such a guilty pleasure. This one wasn't as good as the previous two, but I still
enjoyed it.. This is excelent, early access to be sure but a must have for VR users. I had my room 'mapped' into VRHOME in
about 2 hours (yes I only briefly skimmed over the controls first :) and very soon was using the bed,e chair, table and computer
desk as if it was my room! I almost, while sitting on the chair near the computer just going to take off the HMD, threw the
controllers onto the bed across the room!
This has so so much potential, and anyone who's read the book 'Ready Player One' will know what I mean.
It took me a further hour to set up the TV and the 360 viewer, I had to read and re-read the instructions and the helper guides in
the Community page. One thing to note is that even though the play button looks like its the centre of the large button on the
controller its actually the 'menu' button above the large button. This goes for the custom room as well, that took me a while to
get that one. Otherwise the controls once figured out are good.
Q. Can the position of the 'virtual' buttons be a little more to the outside edge of the big button, you cant press the edge near the
'virtual' button you have to move your finger well onto the large button for it to have an effect. Even after 3 hours I was still
missing the 'virtual' buttons

Since this is Early Access then I would like to make a couple suggestions but I do realise how much work has already gone into
this, its perfectly usable and stable...

1. The rotation and scalling could do with moving at a quater of the current step for final positioning, maybe the space at the
bottom of the buttons on the left could have a second move button that makes tiny steps leaving the other three, paint, move and
delete as is?
2. Aligning your room when you re-enter it from one of the other rooms (if you use one of the houses rooms as your room) can
be a pain so all your furnature is positioned correctly vr world matching the real world. Can I suggest that there is an alignment
marker and item (like a light switch). Once you have alighed the chaperone box with the room, then by placing alignment
marker in one corner and standing mear it. Clicking on the light switch like if your were going to move again then the chaperone
box is re-alighed. If your room is to big then multiple alignment markers and 'light switches 'could be used for each part of the
room?
3. Ability to create content and access it through Steam much like the mods in Skyrim.

Thank you.. Cool puzzle game teleport based. Very good for people new to VR as well as for plalyers with experience.

I say "people new to VR" because it starts with teleport on flat planes. Then on heigths with a bit of vertigo and then with
moving plateforms and then flying.
The progression with VR senses is gradual and gently brings the player to the power of VR.

New VR players wanting to build their VR legs will find a relaxing game with pretty cool puzzles and environements, which will
give them confidence and pushing their potential VR sickness to zero.

Beleive me VR rookies, with this game you will be able to rocket launch everyone in doom-like fast locomotion with jumps and
fly without any dizziness.

And veterans you will enjoy a very refreshing game to relax from the most stress inducing shooters.

 May I add that even low configs will run this game perfectly. Gfx are not incredible but fit very well the style. The artists made
a good job and proves that VR magik doesn't need crazy textures and polygons.

1.3 hours today, I think I am less than 50% of the game. Definitively recomended.. Well I was wondering when there would be a
walking simulator... turns out, it was already made. This would be nice for someone who is looking to meditate or just relax, but
I couldn't say that I actually call this a "game" by any means. From an artistic standpoint, I give it a 6\/10. From a gamer's
perspective, it's a solid 0\/10.. I loved this game. So far this is my favorite escape the room game. Easily forgot I was in my
living room and found myself avoiding tables and items in the game as if they were real. Its short but sweet. For that reason do
not look up any walkthroughs! Save the satisfaction for yourself!! Also this was a good intro to VR game. My aunt said she
would just take a look for a minute. She ended up playing this for over a half hour. As a non-gamer everything in this came
naturally to her.. fun cheap and simple verry good but now it never works with xbox controller used to now just makes u quit
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game when u press a button plz fix. For me, Hacker Evolution turned out to be a rather frustrating experience. There is a trace
meter that tracks your trace level and when it gets to 100, you lose. The biggest problem is that you get penalized for successful
cracks and decryptions which means the trace level increases even when you are doing things the right way. And the only way to
decrease your trace level is through money, but they are pretty stingy on making that readily available. Not to mention they
dangle a bunch of system upgrades that aren't cheap which gives a false impression that there is a lot of cash to be obtained in
the game. So if you spend money on these upgrades, you end up with no money left to decrease your trace level and ultimately
get stuck because you can't reduce your trace level. The manual even states, "Important: Don't rush to upgrade your hardware as
soon as you have money. Having the best hardware is not the main objective of the game. Carefully make your decision, and
only upgrade your hardware when necessary. Money is not abundant in the game, and its main purpose is to reduce your trace
time." That key piece of information is not found anywhere in the game; you have to read it from the manual. Now why they
decided to design a game that revolves around money, yet not make it abundant is not clear to me.

They don't even grant you rewards for completing missions (a little money would be nice). Instead they give you a score (why?).
But the real kicker is your trace level carries over from the previous mission, so if it was high and you don't have any money,
you're \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed on the next mission. What this ultimately means is you must follow a very specific path on
the early missions to be able to survive the later missions. So after I figured this out, the game quickly lost any open world feel
of being able to solve missions in different ways. Plus you never really know if you didn't do something right until you are stuck
on a later mission with no money.

I did like the graphical interface, although the actual command execution was a bit oversimplified. It was fun for a few hours,
but ultimately it was the lack of a proper reward system that really turned me away from progressing further with this game. If
the simulated world of Hacker Evolution sounds interesting to you, go buy Uplink. It offers a much better gaming experience..
This is a good time!

  The gameplay is actually quite simple once you get the hang of it. You are a robot that has starting skills and you can keep
doing missions to get points to apply to those skills. The skills are explained in the game and aren't complicated.

  The music I personally find catchy and the controls are intuitive. The graphics some might knock but they're a style on their
own.. The game is exactly what you should expect from a classic old school shooter. Its fast, chaotic, colourful and
complimented by an awesome heavy metal soundtrack. I grabbed it on sale and it was a steal at the price let alone full price! I
recommend this game to anyone who loves arcade indie games and high scores! I will be returning to take the top position on
those leader boards!

+ Fast paced fun
+ High score leader boards
+ Awesome heavy metal soundtrack
+ Smooth controls
+ Inventive menu system and cool 90's filter available
+ Tough as nails!. BCE

We got used to playing a new Assassin's Creed game always taking place later in our historical timeline. Origins
changes the formula and puts us in Ancient Egypt (around 49-47 BCE, to be specific). It should also be noted that
throughout the game I often felt like playing a Prince of Persia game - the last PoP (as in the last AAA game since just
last year a mobile game hit mobile stores) was released back in 2010.

The title refers to how the assassins group came to be. It is an interesting story and we even get to see how exactly the
good guys came up with the symbol. As usual, while the story is completely fictional it takes place in the "real" world
which was recreated as realistically as possible and once again it is nice to see our hero team up with famous figures
such as Caesar or Cleopatra.

Egyiptian Police Force

In other words, Bayek The Medjay. We control him who has this very special title. The Medjay were mercenaries,
protectors who always looked at the interest of the pharaohs. He is not alone - Bayek often meets up with his wife, Aya.
The story is a tale of revenge, intially: Bayek sets out to find and kill those capturing him. This event led to the death of
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his son, Khemu. These mysterious figures who hide in the shadows and fulfil various roles such as priest or scribe are
actually part of the Order. They try to control Egypt by using their puppet, Ptolemy. We team up with Cleopatra who is
in a somewhat exiled position.

AnvilNext 2.0

The same engine is used here after Unity and Syndicate and oh boy does Origin look tremendously beautiful.
Especially when we ride our horses in the vast desert of Egypt. There's a rich fauna in this world including hyenas,
vultures, hippos and even crocodiles. We often encounter mirages while travelling out there - if not attacked by a group
of mercenaries. Oh, and our mount can, of course, be camels not just horses. Facial expressions of characters look
better than ever and the water effect is the best we've seen so far in the series.

Senu

Forget the special coloration when pressing V. This has been a signature thing in the series, this time, however, we
literally have an eagle vision. Senu is Bayek's pet who's constantly above him in the sky. With just the press of a button
we quickly move up in the air so that we can use Senu to tag our enemies. Our pet can even harass some of the targets.
Holding V can release a pulse which identifies those objects we can interact with. Most of them here are all jugs,
baskets or other containers holding valuables. Chests require holding the E for a couple of secs. They are much smaller
and forget the animation we had in Unity where our hero opened a huge chest full of all kinds of stuff. What we have
here is more practical.

Revamped combat mechanics

The real deal. No counters this time. Fighting with more than one enemy is a challenge. You get killed many times.
Bigger weapons are slower, hit harder but Bayek still wields them with one hand. The other is retained for the -
mandatory - shield this time. You can pick up a defensive stance and you can counter with your shield if your timing is
right. This always gives the opportunity to hit an enemy successfully.

Adrenaline is gained when fighting. This gives us the opportunity to unleash special attacks (these are weapon specific).
Then we have bows, lots of them. One makes us become sharpshooters (very high zooming ability), another cannot be
charged but can be fired quickly and the warrior bows can fire several arrows at the same time. There you go: your
sniper rifle, machine gun and shotgun.

RPG

Lot of weapons are available with different colours. Blue is standard, rare items are purple and yellow weapons are
legendary. We have come full circle - this Assassin's Creed game has become an RPG. If we get attached to a weapon
very much mercenaries always level them up to match our level (for a price, of course). As for Bayek himself: level cap
is 40 but additional skill points we can obtain by exploring tombs or finding other specific locations in Egypt. We have
a lot of abilities to choose from and, in general, it can be stated that we can go towards 3 directions: one skill "tree" is
melee oriented, another makes us an expert marksman and the 3rd is more about using gadgets and excelling at
hunting predators. You do not need to pick one - all skills can be obtained but it requires a lot of skill points so you
really have to explore everything if you wish to be the ultimate warrior.

Exploring Egypt

The map is huge. And I mean H.U.G.E.! We have tons of icons and most of the locations have location specific
activities. Once these are completed (treasure found, captain killed, predator hunted down) a small tick will indicate
this on the map - this system is very good and makes canvassing the map much easier when aiming for 100%
completion. We do a lot of hunting, collect skins of animals and other materials to upgrade our armour, health and
wrist blade damage. No more naval battles this time, but we can take control of merchants' boats and get on bigger
ships to kills soldiers by, let's say, freeing some lions. Oh, and there are underwater scenes!!! Lots of treasures to find
in the ruins of temples located in deep water.
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Virtual Museum

Remember Shaun's database entries from the previous instalments? There were a lot of information but it was too
much and stopped the immersion. Shaun's inserted one-liners and other jokes helped the situation a little bit but
overall I always read many entries when I was done with a couple of memory sequences. In Origins forget the database.
Instead there is a free roam game mod called Discovery Tour which allows us to roam the world without any conflicts
and we can participate in tours where a narrator explains how bodies were mummified or what beer types the
Egyptians made or how certain outposts were fortified. This is just brilliant - a lot of content with hours of audio with
extra screenshots on paintings or objects that can be found in museums all around the world.

R\u00e9sum\u00e9

Origins is an exceptionally good game, something that the series desperately needed. Bayek is still not Ezio but being a
Medjay gives him a sort of by-the-book kind of guy feeling which made me lower my expectation. Plus, once again we
can exit the Animus and get to meet Layla Hassan. Forget about the system of "initiates" and welcome Desmond's
successor with open arms.
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Good game but if you get motion sickness when you use the touchpad to walk in the game while you're standing up then this
game is not for you.. Just beat the game.
A decent platformer with pixel art style.
Mostly about running & jumping rather than fighting.

Like:
Good arts, some cyberpunk and some cult, reminds me of some old horror games in dos.
Fast paced and intensive, played for 6 hours straight, died like 200+ times, not feeling tired.
Has an attractive backstory.
(Just found out from the achievement, it's actually 1000+ death, lol)

Dislike:
Some control feels weird, why can't I fly a hoverboard with up and down? (fixed in the latest update)
A little bit short, I mean story-wise.  Expected more in the home, like balcony or photos 

7.5/10, recommend when discounted.. It doesn't work ony of my PCs.... Weird, but I liked this game...hmmm...game on training
wheels. The point is you fix up 30 or so gardens save the cash and make your own pretty in the meantime. There is always a best
way to fix up each board and no real way to loose.

Good to play with half a brain when you are doing something else like listening to podcasts or reading blogs.

Don't expect a good story as the ending throws away any "tension" in a non-sensical finish.. Controls could be better, e.g. analog
throttle and brake on gamepad triggers. Physics are not good enough, e.g. car is still working when driving off some wheels on
high ground and some barriers do not have proper hitboxes.
I'm missing a few interesting game modes like time attack (earning medals like in TrackMania and with optional worldwide
highscores) or penalties for hitting cones instead of an instakill. So far I haven't seen any fields that force you to drive forward
or backwards, which would add another challenge to some levels.
If you like this kind of parking games I highly recommend "Trucks & Trailers" from SCS Software,
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